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1. Perhaps the most shocking example [of a difficult Old Testament passage] is the alleged
_________________ perpetrated against the __________________________. (p.172 | k.1624)

2. The language of _________________ and ethnic ___________________ are __________________ charged
and are employed with ____________________ flourish by the New Atheists. (p.173 | k.1628)

3. God's ideal in creation can best be expressed in the Hebrew word ___________________. (p.173 | k.1637)

4. Summarize how Cornelious Plantinga defines this word. (p.174 | k.1639)

5. The New Atheists consider the question of God and genocide an ______________________ problem for
Christianity. As such, Christians are _______________________ in incorporating the relevant
___________________ resources in response. (p.174 | k.1644)

6. What were a couple of general guidelines Israel had during wartime? (p.174 | k.1648)
1.
2.

7. Describe Israel’s position as a theocracy. (p.154 | k.1650)
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8. So the conquest of Canaan, as a ______________ and __________________ historical event, was never
meant to become a _________________ for how all future generations were to behave toward their
contemporary enemies. (p.176 | k.1633)

9. Why is the conquest of Canaan not analogous to Islamic jihad? (p.176 | k.1664)

10. Give a few examples of the Canaanite depravity. (p.177 | k.1668)

11. What is the significance of noting the Canaanite depravity? (p.177 | k.1672)

12. How long did God give the Canaanites to change their ways? (p.177 | k.1674)

13. God as the ________________ of life has the right to take life, and during this unique occasion of
__________________________, that prerogative was _________________ extended to the people of
Israel since Yahweh was their king (e.g., a theocracy). (p.178 | k.1676)

14. Moreover, God using Israel had nothing to do with their moral ______________________. (p.178 | k.1677)
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15. What is often overlooked in the discussion of the Canaanites? (p.178 | k.1680)

16. Why is the language of ethnic cleansing and genocide is inaccurate? (p.178 | k.1682)

17. Are there any reasons to think that the conquest narratives’ language was exaggerated? If so, explain.
(p.180 | k.1698)

18. What is significant about the Jebusites? (p.182 | k.1720)

YOUR OWN WORDS
19. How would you answer the claim that God is a genocidal bully?
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